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Endnotes and references

Introduction

In the Soviet period, state,

po~~se:SSUlg

power and irrununity, for a long time assumed such

rules of law, which made impossible to fix in it responsibility for ec()!oJglcal ofTenses. In the period from 1991
many laws include the standards, which

till present

connection with its infliction to

'-'''.1£..'-''''':>.

the order of the

prolce~;slrlg

of nuclear fuel was the

important component of the Soviet atomic program. However, the operation of nuclear

is connected

to lead to severe consequences for human health.

with radloactl'nty which is
lm~spectlve

harm in

were acc:ep·ted by the Russian Parliament.

of atomic power stations and plants for production and

The

cornpt~ns:attcm of

of the future of nuclear power engineering, at present, its existence is acc:ol1nplllSIled fact.

Problems of the Drc)te(:tIcm of environment, connected with atomic energy are still topical.

In ec()loJglc:al doctrine of the Russian Fe(jeratIiDn'

Decree of the Russian Government on

31, 2002 is 1l1CLIcllte1d, that retention and uuorClvelment of environment are
and

activities. In this case,

directions of state

and realization of the strategy of social-economic de've!,oplnelnt

and state policy in sphere of ecology must be interrelated.

U ...1.... " " ....

health, social and ecological

nrrl<:n,f>ntv

of population are in indissoluble unity.2
Political, social and economic situation in Russia does not contribute to observance of laws, including
of environment prc>tec:tlOn. Judicial system is not ready for realization of the right for environmental
prcltec:tlOn. Law courts

IJUY;:W"U11J

of lawsuits on

can not solve the

c01npen~;atl.on of ecological

harm,

which umlVOldablv will appear in case of full application of leglSlllUO n on OfC)te(:tIcm of the environment. 3
l

At present

state recogll1ZC;:S responsibility for pollution of natural en'VlfC)I1l1nerlt. elnaC:lUlig special

laws about social orc>tec:tICll1 of citizens. However, the social privileges

guaraL11tt~ed

state and compensation

in relation with the pollution of natural environment do not fully compensate the harm. There is a problem to
prove causal relation between influence of radiation and harm to health. Thus, in practice the harm, inflicted
to health as a result, for example, of radiation exposure, and moral damage are significant.

1. Legislation on radiation safety
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In the Soviet Union atomic power plants capacity from year to year \\as

20091,f- 12

fl

the country was

stuffed by nuclear weapon, nuclear reactors, and nuclear weapon tests were carried out. Despite these
time, the Soviet Union did not enact its

0~11

laws in the
was started.

in the nineties legislation about nuclear
Radiation

of use of atomic energy and nuclear

is the component of ecological safety. In its tum,

general safety. In Federal Law on March
condition of protection of the vitally

I 992 "On the

is an element of

- this general concept is defined as

interests

and state from internal and external

threats.
, it is necessary to clearly understand what is threat, from what it occurs, to whom

concept
it is directed, how the

is ensured (guaranteed), how it is measured. All questions of environmental

protection, which compose joint

and technical complex, are included in ec(HOI,uc:al

It says about protection of ecosystems and man as the parts of

from external industrial

dangers.
Federal Law on January 10, 2002 "On protection of the environmenr>6 defines

as

"condition of the protection of natural environment and vitally important interests of human from po:sslble
np'",<l!''''p

influence of economic and other activity, emergency situations of natural and industrial character,

their COllse,qut~cesU
The concept of radiation

is fixed in Federal Law on January 9, 1996 "On radiation safety of

population".7 It is defined as "condition of

of present and future generation of

from the

influence of ionizing emission (radiation) harmful for their health". "Threat" is clearly defined as
emission, directed toward the man.
Threat
safety is "not

from sources of ionizing emission, and one of the basic principles of providing radiation
of

limits of individual radiation doses for citizens from all sources of

ionizing emission".

In the basis of legislation on radiation safety is idea about the human as the weakest component of
biosphere, which must be protected by all possible methods, It is considered, that if person will be properly
protected from the harmful effects of the ionizing emission, then environment wiU be also

since

resistance to radiation of the elements of environment (ecosystems), as a rule, is substantiaUy

than of a

person, Radiation safety is provided by the complex of measures of radiation protection.
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Here is an

of tenninology, contained in

which

relations of providing

in using of atomic energy. In the Federal Law on November 21, I
safety is one of the key tenns. It is

to note, that

'On use of atomic

definition is absent, but the content is

defined
Law

four kinds of danger - radiation, nuclear, fire and technical. The detennination of each

fonn is revealed in other nonnative acts.
Concept of "government control of
using of atomic

, which is contained in the Law "On

in use of atomic

, consists of three basic elements:

de 1vel ,opInelnt and use of standards and rules;

QllT"\PTUlQUm

on

of standards and rules and on conditions of using licenses.

Concerning the concept "nuclear
assumed the fact, that

its legislative definition is absent.

of this new technology has not been hardened yet and

Conte:mJ)orary definitions of tenns are transferred into the nonnative
for

"The

frequently.

subordinate leg:lslatI,on, such

on atomic power station"9. In the

of

said about

as an

environment", which Law "On

of atomic energy" includes.

\c(;Or,dWl1!, to the

apparently,

but not mentioned about

nuclear and radiation

of nuclear power station, which makes it

of nuclear

nrrIVH,H"\tlQ

IS

and

is defined as "the characteristic

the nonnal operation and disturbances of nonnal

operation to decrease radiation exposure on the

and environment by the established

limits".
Thus, tenn "nuclear

is not detennined, but the tenn "nuclear

emergency, connected with the damage of fuel
and (or) with atomic irradiation

which exceeds

This emergency can be arisen by the
by disturbance

which exceeds

is clear established:
limits of

limits.

reasons'

and control of nuclear fission chain in the reactor core;

appearance of criticality during reload, transportation and storage of fuel elements;
disturbance of abstraction of heat on fuel elements;
- by other reasons, which lead to

of fuel elements.
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IdentifIcation of the concepts of nuclear and radiation

20091f- 12

in cOlmection wIth nuclear po\\er stations
during creation of "The

as to separate atomic object, retlects insutlicient
provisions of providing safety on atomic power station"

absence of sutlicient criteria of ditTerentiation of

concepts "nuclear safety" and "radiation
For purposes of the protection of the interests
"On use of atomic

which

new system, unknov·,rn to domestic civil leg~ISlatlOn.

provides

Compensation for nuclear

to nuclear damage, Federal law

in accordance with civil law, which does not retlect new

of

society, is obstructed or impossible. The situation, which was established in connection with the
cOlmpen:5atllon for
Tenn "tire

after Chernobyl emergency, continns these ditliculties.

1o

is fixed in Federal Law on December 21, 1994 "On fIre

"condition of the

and is detined as

of person, property, society and state from tires". The base of this tenn is safety

of people, and the threat is fire - "uncontrollable

which inflicts material

to health of citizens and also to interests of the

hann to life and

and the state.

In comparison with radiation, nuclear and tIre

another position was fonned with defInition of

concept "technical safety". From the point of view of contemporary legislation, it is legal phantom: there is
no law on the technical safety, also there is no its detInition within the legislation.
In contemporary Russian legislation is used another concept - "industrial safety", tIxed in Federal Law
on July 21, 1997 "On industrial safety of

industrial units,,12. This concept is "condition of

protection of the vitally important interests of person and
units and consequences of
technical devices, used on

against emergencies on dangerous industrial

. By emergency is understood "destruction of constructions and (or)
industrial units, not controlled explosion and (or) emission

substances". This law contains particular defInitions of dangerous industrial
(intlammable,
It is

are absent.

substances

toxic and so forth), dangerous types of equipment and kinds of activities.
to note that in the list of dangerous substances, nuclear materials and radioactive materials
which works at high pressure and temperatures, and also

lOa.Q-IJIllll1Q.

mechanisms are included in operation of Federal Law "On industrial safety of dangerous industrial units".
of its operation sphere.

Thus, the law creates conditions for difTerent
Accordingly, concepts "nuclear" and "radiation

do not have clear legislative distinction. There is

no general criterion of separation of these concepts. On the one
health of the present and future generations. On the other side, the
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i.e, nuclear device. Thus, the object of

not

m

There is no legislative detlnition of concept "technical

''-Io'-,.>t(,'UVll.

This obstructs clear detennination of the

of regulation, fixed in Federal Law "On industrial

In ecological law question about

and nuclear safety is still topical. Providing of eC()i0IUC,:tl

safety is understood as evaluation criterion of
Observance of these rules is indicator of
indicator of

industrial units".

effectiveness of rules for environment
of

to

safety On the contrary, their disturbance is

13

2. Content of ecological harm

In

rules about compensation of harm are

and special. The 11rst group includes

which have the

divided into two groups:
value. These rules are used in all cases,

when in the law there are no indications relative to the
respmlSllJllrly on separate kinds of

of special rules, \Vhich establish

General nature has the rules of articles 1064, 1065 of the

Russian Civil Code J4 . These rules are:
establish the general conditions of civil-

re5;pOnSllDlJlHY and indicate circumstances, which free

from responsibility on compensation of harm;
- detennine the bases of compensation for moral damage and so forth.
Subordinate

composes the second group. This

also

in \Vhich are

group includes governmental decrees and

an answers to the most varied

concerning

the compensation of harm.
There are
fault of a
with other

principles, inherent only in institute of the
total compensation of harm, interrelation of

of harm: the
as

of the

result of infliction of harm

institutes. The delict (tort), which causes the harm to person

or to the property of a

person is the base of responsibility as a result of harm infliction.
There are several conditions, which establish the obligations on compensation of harm.

- Delict (tort) is action or inaction, which

stipulated rules and personal rights of sutTered person.

Action is considered as delict, if it violates order or prohibition, established by the rules of objective
(substantive) law. Inaction becomes

if

by the rule of law duty is not fultilled by the person

voluntary. Accordingly, the harm inflicts to another person.

180 -

on obligations as a result of hann. If there

- Infliction ofllmm is necessary condition of

IS

no hann - there is no responsibility.
Hann to property consists of following:
to obtain planned incomes;
hann is the fact, that it

the real

to sufTerer; deprivation of the

to carry any material
can be

po~"slt)ilitv

The main characteristic of property

definite sum of money. As the property harm civil

legislation includes the losses, which bear the persons in the case of intliction of

to their life and to

health (Chapter 59 "Liabilities for damage" of The Russian Civil Code). This is so-called

harm.

harm can be the result of injury or another damage of health. The sufferer also has
cornpt~nslltIcln

for moral

to

and moral sufferings) in accordance with Art.151, 1099-1100 of

the Russian Civil Code.

- Fault

(tortfeasor). The obligation of compensation is laid on hann-doer only in the case

of his fault behavior. For

if we examine accident on enterprise as the source of the damage intlicted

to citizens, the enterprise as owner of the source of increased

is obligated to compensate harm in

accordance with Item I Article 1079 of the Russian Civil Code (if only enterprise \\111 not prove that the hann
arose as a result of irresistible force or intention of the sufferer).
The fact of operation of the source of increased
possessor or operator of the source of increased

which intlicted harm, despite the fault of
is the base to raise claims for compensation of hann.

Thus, Article 54 of Federal Law "On use of atomic
for losses and

says, that responsibility of operating

inflicted by radiation exposure, arises regardless of the fault

or!~aniz(Jltion

opt:ratmg orgamzatlon. IS

- Causal relation between harm and delict. All actions, facts, events, processes in the life are connected
with each other. Thus, if

inflicted harm to natural environment and in connection with this

aggravation of the health of person, it is possible to suppose the causal relation. This cau..';al relation includes
the actions of
person is

as a result of which the natural environment was

The harm inflicted to

of his health.

Enterprises, which exert unfavorable influence on natural environment are

to citizens for

the hann, inflicted to their health. If direct or indirect causal relation with unfavorable influence of natural
environment (radiation) to the health is established, it

the

to clime the compensation of harm in the

order.
Actually, the Constitution guaranteed to jJV~JU""''''''U the right for compensation of only a part of real
ecological harm. Such hann is inflicted

ofrenses, The same approach is in Federal law "On
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protection of the environment".

rule in this law says about compensatIOn of the hann, int1icted to

health of citizens "as a result of violation of ,.... "'."UUH.'H

ill

of environment protection" (Article

to recover, and state bodies

Legislation makes possible for citizens

to compensate the ham\. Such harm

the activity, which does not possess all elements of delict.

causes

Thus, regardless of the numerous tonns of eCC)10Ig1C;i:l1
methods: I) preventive
offense

maintenance~

2)

suppression~

its elimination consists of three basic

3) elimination of the consequences of ecological

l6

On the

and compensation, it is

features

to reoognl1ze three tonns of this harm:

- caused as a result of extraordinary situations of natural and industrial nature;
connected with residence on the territories with an increased risk of ra(l1all10)1, chemical or other
environmentaIIJVJLA ......V",
- connected with residence on the eCc)10g1c:all unfavorable territories. l ?
Claims on compensation of hann to health are possible to tile simultaneously with claims on
cornp(~nsatl(m of moral

damage. The

cornpc~nsatHm tor

of the Russian Civil Code is accofflpllsl1c:Q

.... ~ouu .....,,"

moral

of the property hann.

The compensation of the harm, inflicted

is eX1Jressed in losses, which bears the person in

relation with a2£!ra 1vatllon of his health. The adcillllOTIaII1Y

eXIJerld1tuH~S

for treatment,

sanatoriums,

in accordance with Item 3 Article 1099

for treatment, restoration of health in
and so forth are regulated in

accordance with Item I Article 1085 of the Russian Civil Code.
Defendant in lawsuit about the compensation of harm can be

person or state. Defendant in trial

must be

legal person. Court trials showed that the simultaneous recovery of

COln1Jen~;atllon of

the harm and moral damage in connection with unfavorable influence of radiation to the

health is . . . v<'''nJl ..... The current Russian legislation and the rules of international
order to recover (exact) the

fully from the person,

make it

in the

person who inflicted the harm.

3. Compensation of harm as a result of Chernobyl catastrophe

Atomic energy is one of the most
Chernobyl catastrophe, there are

achievements of man. However, now, especially after
that nuclear energy is benefit and completely safe. It is necessary

to understand the nature of radiation. Radioactivity is property of material. Emission (eradiation, appearance)
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of the ionizing particles is the feature of radioactivity. This process is called the ionizing emission. The
ionizing emission is dangerous for human health and any or~~anllsrn, only with the high levels of exposurel 8
For understanding of the influence of radiation refer to table I
Table 1

Terms and abbreviations are used in measurement of radiation

Term

Measures

Sl
Activity

Becquerel,Bq

Dose rate

Sievert
hour,

Previous
system
Curie, Ci

Relation of
measures

Description

1 Ci = 37x 10~Bq

the number of radioactive decay per
time unit

-.-

Roentgen per 1 microR/h= 0,01
hour, R/h
microSv/h

Absorbed
radiation dose

Grey, Gy

Effective dose

Sievert, Sv

Rad

1 Rad=O,Ol Gy

radiation level per time unit

the quantity of
..1.

Rem

1 Rem=O,Ol Sv

of the
-, to the specific

the radiation dose, which considers
different sensitivity of organs to
radiation

"Sievert" is sufficiently high value. The more aPlJhc:able for measuring radiation dose and radiation
background is milliSievert or one thousandth of

Sievert. "Curie" in physics, unit of activity of a quantity of

a radioactive substance, named in honour of the French physicist Marie Curie. 1 curie (Ci) is

to

3.7 x 10 10 becquerel (Bq). In 1975 the becquerel replaced the curie as the ofIi ciaI radiation unit in the
International
I-l.""r..-n , "'r,,, I

of Units (SI).
is very small value in comparison with the Curie (1 Ci = 37 X

Be,cqllenells

used for me:asllrirlg the content of radionuclides in water, air, foods and materials_ Curie is used for me:aslmr:lg
of pollution density of the soils. 20

It is necessary to show the
atomic power station on

picture of emergency consequences, which took

on Cheroobyl

26,1986.

Immediately ailer emergency the radioactive

of iodine were the greatest danger for population.

The maximum content of radioactive iodine in the milk and the vegetation was observed from April 28 to
9, 1986. However, during the period "iodine

, safeguard measures had not been provided. For

Russia on the end of April and May, were the greatest influence of radioactive isotope Iodine -131, which
could penetrate to human's organism with

eggs and

ve~~et2lDlt~S.

was formed due to the radioactive isotopes ofCaesium-137.

183

Since June 1986, the radiation exposure
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Radioactive discharges from the very
at the difTerent altitude. The

be~llnmnlg

were

to different drrcctions

transfer of radioactive

,1H'l'h'c,rlT'>C'

to the Western

northwest to the territory of Belarus and

the air

occurred in the west and the

Next day discharges reached Poland

and Sweden. Because wind direction changed, in the separate areas fell rains of ditlerent intensity. As a
there was elution of radionuclides from the clouds. An extremely uneven picture of pollution occurred.
For population the most serious medical consequence of emergency became thyroid gland cancer. The
is organ, sensitive to exposure

th)Toid

radioactive iodine. Those who \vere children and

adolescents at the moment of emergency are the most vulnerable to this decease. ln the
Belarus, Russia and Ukraine were revealed about 4000 cases of
moment

Prrlpropnt'\r

Table 2
Country

were

1992-2000 in

cancer in people, who at the

a -18 years 0ld 21

Levels of pollution in European countries

Cesium-137 (unit of measure is Km 2)22

2

Rate of Caesium-137. kiloBQ/m
20-37
10-20
I 37-185

185-555

555-1480

1480-

29900

10 200

4200

2200

Belarus

60 000

30 000

Russia

300 000

100 000

48800

5

2 100

300

Ukraine

150 000

65 000

37200

3200

900

600

Sweden

37400

42600

12 000

Finland

48800

37400

11500

Bulgaria

27500

40 400

4800

Austria

27600

24700

8600

Nl

51 800

13 000

5200

Germa:uy

28

12 000

The table

i

that the greatest part of pollution was fallen in Russia, Ukraine and Belarus. Thus, the

majority of suffered people lives in these countries.
As a positive example of nrr,t",,,'hr,n citizen's constitutional rights to bve in favorable environment and
the compensation of harm related to violation of these rights, can be found in the Decision of the Russian
Constitutional Court on December I, 1997 N2 18- P " On case about checking of correspondence to the
Constitution of separate norms of Article

of Federal Law on November 24, 1995 " On the amending of the
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Russian Law " On the social protection of citizens, who were
catastrophe in the

2009

"F

12 J'l

to radIation as a result of the

atomic power station,,23

In 1991, the Constitutional Court of Russia was created. Law "On the Constitutional Court of Russia"
12, 1991.

was enacted on

- protection of the
......"tAr,hn.....

It was established for the following purposes:
of nations in Russia;

of constitutional system;

- protection of basic rights and freedoms of man, accepted by constitution;
protection of basic rights and freedoms of citizens and legal persons;
- maintenance of supremacy and direct action of the Constitution over the whole area of the Russian
Federation.
Furthermore, the Constitutional Court establishes a correspondence to the Constitution (basic
international agreements, Russian legislation and legislation of the

of Russia, and also the practice of

of Russian legislation. In its activity the Constitutional Court,

enforcement
must contribute to

to the law,

of lawfulness and to strengthening of law.

From the content of Decision of the Russian Constitutional Court on December 1, 1997 N2 18- P follows,
that in

997 citizens "B", "G" and

"z"

applied to the Constitutional Court with demand to

constitutionality of the rules of Law "On social protection of

who were

to radiation as a

result of the catastrophe in the Chemobyl atomic power station". The reason tor demands is the fact that in
accordance with the

soldiers, who became invalids as a result of Chemobyl catastrophe, received only

retiring pension, but the compensation of harm was not provided. In the opinion of applicants, rules of the law
contradict with Section 4 of Article 15, Sections 1,2 of Article 19, Section 1 of Article 39, Article 42 and
Section 3 of Article 55 of the Russian Constitution.
The Constitutional Court decided, that soldiers, who became invalids as a result of the Chemobyl
of retiring pension, according to sense of Article 42 of the Consl[itutlOn,

catastrophe,
must have

to

of harm, like other citizens, who suffered from cnerrlobyl

As it follows from the content of disputed rules of the examined
harm, inflicted

C(Clt~~trcmhe.

providing

radiation catastrophe, legislator did not follow the constitutional

contained in Articles I, 2, 7, 18, 42 and 53 of the Russian Constitution. Accordingly,
and in some cases
were soldiers and

restricted protected

the Constitution

duty,
diminished,

and interests of citizens, who

their duty on elimination of consequences of Chemobyl catastro"Cihe.

- 185 -
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The Constitutional Court

that state

a result of the
fates of millions

radioactive contamination

\vhich atlected

who live in vast territories.

As a result,

substantially violated not only

the Russian
nrr\tp{'t,r,Tl

1!1r<[JP_~('!1

for consequences of

but

of

to the favorable environment (Article 42 of

other constitutional

and interests of

related to the

dwelling, property, or right to free movement and selection of the

residence. The

were

so

that inflicted harm becomes

of a stay and
irrecoverable.

It generates the special nature of relations between citizen and state, which consisted in the fact that state
incurs the responsibility of compensation of a harm, which, on the basis of its scale and a number of victims,
cannot be compensated in order, established by civil, administrative, criminal and other legislation. In the
Decision of Constitutional Court is noted, that stability in the
state and citizen must not be less in its
on the standards of

than in the

relations between

of other legal

legislation. This constitutional

citizens to favorable
UOJIUO/,;"-,

of constitutional-

which are based

of state

to the right of

information about its condition and to the

caused to their health or

property

of the

and it follows from Articles

18 and

53 of the Russian Constitution.
of nuclear energy,

to Subsection «i» Section

Article 71 of the Russian Constitution is

JUflSdlctllon of the Russian Federation. The objects of nuclear power
to federal property. This constitutional obligation of state is defined

also relate

p'l{I~11l'"ivplv

in Federal Laws "On use of

atomic energy" on November 21, 1995, "On protection of population and territories from natural and
situations" on December 21, 199425 and "On radiation safety of population" on

industrial

9, 1996. The above
radiation

prescribes the system of measures, directed toward providing of

of

and its

from the

situation, arisen in connection with the catastrophe on
The Constitutional Court proceeded from the principles of

which also include the
atomic power station.
and social state, contained in Articles 1,

2 and 7 of the Russian Constitution. There are guarantees of the social

of

by

state in accordance vvith the purposes, fixed in Article 7 of the Russian Constitution. The guarantees in
relation with the
n ..

'''.I'''.... 'u· and

to property

to favorable environment and
which is

the limits of the

ecc>!olglc:al delict.
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of health can include the

of

inflicted to health or

In particular, such measures are

by the Russian Law on November 26, 1998, which is directed

toward protection of rights and legal interests of citizens of the Russian Federation, who were in the zone of
intluence of unfavorable factors, such as

of radioactive wastes into Techa river, arisen as a result of

the emergency in 1957 on the industrial association

region 26 . This law also includes

in

persons, who participated in elimination of the emergency consequences. Thus, operation of the law includes
citizens who had been in the zone of radioactive

arisen as a result of the emergency and the

disposal of radioactive wastes into Techa river.

In accordance with the active laws, for obtaining of privileges and
necessary:

2) to establish the fact in

) to prove the fact of residence in contaminated

3) on the basis

for citizens it is
order;

decision to claim the benefits and compensations,

Law "On the social

of citizens, who were exposed to radiation as a result of the

in

the Chernobyl atomic power station,,27 does not cover all categories of citizens, who were
radiation; therefore many victims do not obtain
children of the first and subsequent

and benefits, Such
of

to

comprised the

to radiation. Children,

the fact

that harm also inflicted to their health, do not obtain compensation, except yearly free sanatorium health
treatment.

4. Compensation of harm as a result of emergency on "Mayak" plant

Article 42 of the Russian Constitution fixes right of each person to the favorable

adequate

information about its condition and compensation of the damage, inflicted to health or property by ecological
offense.
Domestic

does not give the definition of concept "favorable environment",
eXIJre:ssect in particular,

system of

as general

the system of

it has

and restrictions. The

for development of "favorable environment" is determined

the

Federal Law "On protection of the environment"
For example, contribution of

alI

to the total sickness rate of adult population

composes approximately 10%, and into the sickness of children - more than 30%, The diseases of respiration
organs are about 50%, On the majority of known estimations,
are caused by action of the factors of environment

20% of sickness of population

climatic factors and the quality of environment),
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but this percentage is substantially

in the separate territorIes SpecIalIsts note, that al present the

chronic diseases of those organs and systems, which in essence fulfill the bamer functions between the
immune systems, skin and others are ll1creased 28 Radiation

organism and eXiemal environment pollution has significant influence on the

of enviromnent Therefore the risk of such diseases

considerably rises with the lasting effect of radiation.
Ecologists consider, that the natural en 1vlf()mll1erlt, in which Russian population
critical

and

to some parameters -

zones of continuous and
The

to

Some territories in Russia became the

ecological disaster,29

of

region historically became the place for

of domestic

nuclear program. A long-standing activity of industrual association

plant) was

accompanied by the radiation emergencies of industrial and anthropogenic nature. Such

become

unprecedented in the world practice. In the period 1949-1956, the liquid wastes with average and low level of
raclIo,lctlVllty were

used the river's water for drink and household

into Techa river. Local

purposes.
"Mayak" plant was created in the South Urals at the end the 40th years for producing of

for

weapons and processing of fissionable materials. There are some plants compose the enterprise:
- uranium-graphite reactor on natural uranium
- radiochemical production on the separation of plutonium-239 from irradiated in the reactor, uranium
(Plant
ch<::mlcal-ITlet,:ilhlrglcal production on producing of metallic plutonium (Plant
the

of the warehouses of radioactive wastes (Plant

prcfdUictlC)l1 on
the absence of the reliable

Process of

of Plutonium

1948-1955, there were 6 nuclear reactors put into
of processing and

radioactive wastes into Techa river since 1949. Moreover, until

and also

radioactive wastes, led to dump of
1951

of wastes was practically

uncontrolled. This led up to radioactive contamination of river system and exposure to radiation of
inhabitants of the coastal areas.
It is customary to assume, that in the above mentioned
sewage water with general

2750 thousand curie30 Only in the surrounding of the

Chelyabinsk region on the river were located 26 inhabited
these years occurred the pollution of nood land

were dropped 76 million cubic meters of

included about 15 thousand

which was used for hay field and pastures.
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The cOlnpen:satlOn of harm does not cover all

caleg()nt~s

of

which are suffered from the harm

to health in relation with residence in radiation contammated territories. clhose

who were

to

radiation, have sick children in the first and in the second geIler,lt!cm 11le reason of disease of the children is
an influence of radiation

their parents.

The poplulaLJon

riverside

10nlg-~stand]lI1g

underwent the

radiation exposure, caused

the external gmlliTla-Jradllatlon and by internal radIation due to use of river water and local food

both

radionuclides were Stroncium-90 and Cesium-137 The

The
C;"IP\}~'C;U

organs of pOlPulat!(::>n,

to radiation \vere skeleton and bone marrow. For prevent overexposure of P01pul.atlon, there were

moved about 8 thousand people, who lived in the most contaminated territories of Techa river. For the
unknown reasons the llhabitants of Muslyumovo village were not moved, while the population of villages
below and above of the Techa river were moved. Thus, at present
pOlDulate:d area to the

of dump of radioactive materials

IS

association

the nearest

IVI1·1S:I\mnmn!()

village is

located in Kunashakskiy district of Chelyabinsk region on Techa riverband. The location of the

of r1lC,['h<lrc,,' of radioactive wastes in 1949-1956. Pollution of Techa river

about 78 kilometers from the
radionuclides

IS

shown in Table 3.

Table 3

radionudide composition of discharges into Techa river in 1949-1956

Radionuclide
composition

Stroncium90

Stroncium89

Caesium137

Niobium95,
Zirconium95

Ruthenium103,106

Rare-earth
element
(l anthanide)

Other

%

11,6

8,8

12,2

13,6

25,9

26,8

1,1

At present, the

of pollution by strontium-90 in Techa river in the limits of the

cesium-I 37 is 71 CilKm 2 In the course of

is 85

of radionuclides to soil on depth 60 em

has occ:un'ed, but the basic part of activity (80%) is still concentrated in the

30 em. It provides entering

of radionuclides into grass on flood lands of Techa river
tpnt1PTlr,\!

The

of

reduction of the level of radionuclides in the river water was noted.

of strontium-90 in the river water near Muslyumovo
per liter

1999-2000

TlPrrn,<o<o,hlt>

comlpos(~d

0.2

level - 5 Bq per liter). The
per liter permls;slble level
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in 1999-2000 was about 15

of cesium -137 in the river water in
II

per

At present

accordml! to
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decisions of administrative bodies, use of Hood lands and river water for personal and economIC purposes
are prohibited.
of radiation harm. In

Some cases show the ditliculties in
Chelyabinsk region tried the claim of citizen '"I"

2001 one of the district courts of

to

(defender) on compensation of

the harm, intlicted by damage of health, and recovery of financial

for the moral harm. Citizen

"1" is invalid of the third group. Cause of disease is unfavorable influence of

an influence of

radiation to the health of her parents, grandmother and grandfather. All lineal relatives of
areas, which were

lived in

to radiation as a result of defender's emergency. Plaintiff's mother was conceived

after the irradiation of the father, who worked as a building engineer in

road company in the

1948-1951 years. The company had been built a bridge over the Techa river.
At present plaintiff suffers of serious chronic diseases. The negative influence of natural environment
caused by activity of defendant, led to the inborn disease of plaintiff "the inborn immunodeficiency
is a group of the congenital or acquired <1ISeaS;es,

condition", "agammaglobulinemia".

which are characterized by absence or critical decrease in the level of immunoglobulins in the blood
of

This leads to reduction in the

increased sensitivity to infection causative agents.
of immunoglobulins, antibiotics. 33 The disease

Possible treatment: lifelong injection of medical
is confirmed by the conclusion of Regional
rI,,,,,,,h,lth,

or death of those, who were

Council for identification of the causal relation
to radiation. In the conclusion of

the disease of plaintiff is connected with the radiation exposure to the parents

Council noted, that
their residence in the

contaminated with radionuclides as a result of radiation emergency.
Law court based

on follows. "Mayak" plant is

person and

the Civil Code of Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR), enacted on 1964
RSFSRi 4,

has an

for the harm, caused as a result of its

to Article 32 of
CC
according to

Articles 33, 444, 454 of CC RSFSR, state does not responsible for obligations of the state org:amzatlons,
which are established as

persons. Law court rendered judgement for plaintiff and recovered from

"Mayak" plant 431 rubles (Russian

as a compensation of harm to health. The claim on

compensation of moral damage law court did not

because on the moment of infliction of the harm to

PlaintifT's parents, such responsibility was not established
"Mayak" plant appealed the
regional law court by its decision on

of law court Judicial Chamber for Civil Cases of Chelyabinsk
2001 made reversal of the previous judgement. The reason
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for reversal was: the law court used the rules of material and pn)Cc:dural la\\ incorn:ctly. JudIcial Chamber
of CC RSFSR IS the general rule, which re2,Ul<Jltes

noted that law court did not consider that Article
relations on compensation of the hann, inllictt.'d

the source of increased danger. The hann was

compensation according to the rules of this

to

if law does not provide another responsibility of

harm-doer.
Article 2 of Law "On social protection of citIzens, who were

to radiation as a result of the

catastrOI)he in the LnemlODVl atomic power station" mdlcates, that relations, connected with the Chemlobvl
Opt~atlon

of this law is extended to the citizens, who were

~/"'I"'V"'~U

to radiation as a result of

plant) are regulated by this law. Current Russian legislation can be applied, if it does

emergency on

not contradict this law and to other normative acts of Russian legislation, enacted in accordance with this law.
Thus, the rules of the civil legislation could be used

in the contex1 of special rules, of the Federal Law

"On social protection ofthe Russian citizens, who were exposed to radiation as a result of emergency in 1957
on the industrial association "Mayak" and disposal of radioactive wastes into Techa river", It is important to
which did not contradict special rules of above said

note that, civil legislation operates within the
law.

Explaining its judgement, The Judicial Chamber noted

enacting this law, legislator considered that

the state acknowledge responsibility for the consequences of industrial emergency. That is

the hann,

caused to citizens cannot be compensated in the order of civil, administrative, criminal and other legislation.

In other words, the rules of civil legislation could be used only in the context of special rules of Law on social
protection of the Russian citizens, who were exposed to radiation as a result of emergency in 1957 on the
industrial association"
Af1:ClIV·.I'PfI

"ilia",,, .... "

35

case indicates a number of problematic questions, which arose in the process of

above said laws. In

there are some problems: what rules of law

relationships; who is responsible for compensation of damage; the amount of plaintiff s
descendants of

who were ~i'\,j"'V"'~U to radiation can defend their

~nt"\lvlno

the such legal
how the lineal

These problems are still not

regulated in legislation.
There is another case related to cmnpc::nsatH)ll of moral harm. In 1995 family

"s" and family "N" sued to

plant for compensation of moral hann in relation ,vith the residence on radiation-contaminated
of Kunashakskiy district in Ch.el\'abmsk

The claims were applied in Ozersky

Chelyabinsk region. Essence of the claims of families
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court of

and "N" is moral damage (physical and moral
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sufferings) in relation with residence on radiatIon- contammated territory, as a result of industrial
"Mayak" plant. Prolonged residence in radiation·contaminated

of

to the entire family "S" and to several

generations of family "N" is intlicted harrn to health In the family "N" was born the child with heaviest
pathology (without leg and with deformed arms), In the

"S" moral harm cOImected with the

that

husband and two children died from leukemia, The 'hife and other children are also suffering from diseases,
Arising of diseases in the entire family "S" is the consequence of exposure to radiation and prolonged
residence in the territory, which was exposed to radioactive contamination. Husband
help

because

children can not

were ill and needed medical aid. All their illnesses are confirmed by medical

institutions. Death of husband and two children is in connection with exposure to radiation. Wife worked as
an observer of

station. Her house was located in 100 meters from the Techa riverside.

Children constantly supported her in the work. They took samples of water and silt. The
in her house for 2-3

were stored

The moral damage is intlicted to wife in family "S" not only in connection with

death of husband and two children, but also from the realization of the fact that she will survive them and
become alone. These thoughts snatched her last hopes for serene old age.
The second case on the compensation of moral harm was filed by spouses "N" to ItMayak plant
lt

(defendant). The case was sued as a result of born on September 8, 1992 of the son with congenital
deformities. Happiness of born of the first son was darkened by a whole series of the tragic circumstances.
Mother of the child long time was in condition of psychological shock. She could not believe, that she is
woman, gave birth to invalid child. Subsequently, it became known, that besides the physical
pathology the child has a whole series of the heaviest irremediable diseases. 'These circumstances after
eXIJerllenl;e of shock were an additional terrible impact for the family. Reasons undoubtedly interested parents,
and they achieved unanimous opinion that the reason is in lasting effect of radiation intluence to all relati ves
of child from the side of father and mother. All lineal relatives of child in two
territory of Chelyabinsk
association

lived in the

in the areas, which were exposed to radiation as a result of the emergency on

and

of radioactive wastes into Techa river, Residence of several generations

of the family in the zone of ecological emergency was reflected on the child's health.
in amount of 500 000 000 rubles. The law court

Plaintiff demanded to compensate the moral
decided to recovery from "Mayak"

in favor of family "N" SO 000 000 rubles. 36

In the case of family "N", reports of medical experts confirmed assumptions about the reason of born of

child-invalid and an int1uence of radiation to several generations of family. Serious genetic mutations arose
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under the intluence of radiation. Genetic
\vTong-doing (but also

,>v,'~.,r1',..,p

of aelen<1aI1il, which intlicted moral

Data of expertise became the basic
the source of increased
families "S' and

"~'

was replres:enlted into law court as the basic

of

to families "N" and "S",

the causal relation of wrong-doing of defendant (owner of

The

was

in damage to favorable

lived. The envirorunental

where

radionuclides and inaction of defendant in

restoration of the favorable envirorunent is the main reason for intliction of moral
The

reason for

Accordll1lg to Decree of

such cases was the rule on

of the

disablements and deaths to persons,

to radiation»39 the only medical institution was authorized to

the Russian Interdepartmental

introduced into the

of Health and Care of Russia on October 16, 1992, NQ 279 "On

rendering of medical aid and establishment of causal relation
who were

moral

examination. It is

Council at the Moscow Research Institute of Diagnostics and

of Health and Care of Russia

branch of the Institute NQ 4 of Biophysics). For a

time this Institute collected statistics of radiation intluence to human organism. During soviet period this
information was confidential. At present the Institute works with

194

plant in close collaboration.

In accordance with the above mentioned decree was established the list of the diseases, connected with
radiation exposure to the man. If disease was not included into the list, then it was not possible to prove
causal relation with radiation influence.
Since 200 1 this Decree was nullified. But there is a lack of institutions, which are able to provide a
complex examination of radiation intluence.
'-'"e1£.,...... ",

who suffered from ecological

are put aside

state to the lowest social level. They

are intlicted to their health, but

realize that
clime in

of

order for

does not make

for them to

restoration of violated

the Russian

Constitution.
The structure of the causal relation between the wrong-doing or inaction and moral
majority of cases is

moral harm. Current legislation does not

harm. Presumption of harm makes possible to

in the
of moral

procedure of proving of casual relation between action

of wrong-doer and the health of suffered person. If this
defense of rights and compensation of harm for

will enter to legislation, an effective

otTenses can be provided.

5. Procedural features of lawsuits for compensation of harm

to compensation of
realization and
result of infliction of
type of legal
Suffered person can

of the

inflicted to health

unfavorable environmental

of citizens to favorable environment. The
harm to health, are the complex of

is a method of
which arise as a

constitutional and administrative

appear correspondingly to doing

offense.

for protection of the violated right

to the harm-doer or into law court.

First of all, he does not pursue the purpose of punishment and reeducation of harm-doer. He seeks the way to
receive recovery for unfavorable consequences, caused by harm-doer's actions.

In the real life

harm is the result of

of

determines condition of environment in

harmful

which

Frequently harm appears in connection with the

natural phenomena of disaster and emergency character, which

any economic objects and lead to

emergency pollution.
It is obvious, that the bases of the

are different. In different situations the

of harm and
of economic
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po:ssll)le. The losses, born by citizens can be
order (periodic budgetary payments,

III

the JudlCwl order

material support for

funds, insurance indemnity in case ofthe

IIlsurance

sUll1g) and extrajudicial

population from

reserve

risks and others)

In decisions of the Russian Constitutional Court are formulated the principles of: full
harm, intlicted

the state; prohibition of discrimination in relations between the citizen and the state with

compensation of harm and the payment of diiTerent allowances. Absence in the
bases of state's

of the

for inflicted hann, allows to state to "solve
or not. In ecological relations

whether accept
cases,

of

established

emergency on

of harm

ill

order,

the state is provided in

(compensation of harm to the victims of Chernobyl catastrophe and
but not on general reasons. This approach contradicts not only principles of

but also

principles of the construction of rule of law

Analysis of legislation and judicial practice makes it

state.

to realize the conclusion that the natural

right to favorable environment and to compensation of harm to the health of citizens, inflicted by violation of
the

is still insutTiciently filled \vith particular content.
Russian legislation on

harm to health as a result of radiation exposure is complex

volumetric. Therefore it is necessary to focus attention on basic normative acts.
Basic Federal laws, which act at present

are:

Law on May 15, 1991 "On social protection of citizens, who were exposed to radiation as a result of
the catastrophe in the Chemobyl atomic power station";
- Federal Law on November 26, 1998 "On social protection of the Russian

who were exposed to

radiation as a result of emergency in 1957 on the industrial association "Mayak" and disposal of radioactive
wastes into Techa river".
It is

to divide

The first category is

who were exposed to radiation, into two categc)fle:s.
who fan under

of laws, which

for

a social

benefits and compensations for harm to health, but by ditTerent reasons do not obtain it.

In order to obtain social protection (benefits), provided
with the current legislation, to obtain

in the law, for example "evacuated

status,

"erneI'gelt1cy liquidator" and so forth. In such

law, it is necessary for citizens, in accordance

it is necessary to apply to regional administrative

bodies of social protection and present the documents, which confirm the fact of living in radiation dmnal2:ed
of radiation influence. In case of unsubstantiated

areas, exposing to radiation and other documental
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possible to detenmne a causal relation between the enterprise activity and

<lCHT ....

""u"'tu'In

one of the consequences of environmental pollution can be

of health.
of health, Casual

relation and reasons of responsibility must be proven in trial.
In the Decree of Constitutional Court on June 19, 2002, N~ Il-P indicated:

"Procedure of designation and determination of compensatory allowance,
not

the base law, does

proving of extent (volume) of harm, inflicted to health. At the same time, compensation of harm

on the basis of civil

rules is not excluded, if citizen files himself to law court for protection of his

The

of additional allowances, according to

of decrease of the
"'....r't""£'ftr'n

decision and inadmissibility

established amount of compensatory allowances can increase guarantees of the

of rights and legitimate interests of citizens, who suffered from Chernobyl

The civil
,,",~'AIU,.lVll"

of

43

rules are follow: Chapter 59 of the Civil Code, which establishes not only general
of

but also contains special
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person for the harm, int1icted to workers

and also

of state admimstrative bodies,

local government or their officials

In accordance with Article I 064 of the Russian Civil Code "General
of

the material

which is manifested

a result of violation his substantive
A volume of

tor

decrease of the

and (or) the

of suffered person

of nonmaterial comforts

to the general rule of Article 1064, must be

able to

of real

Betore

a

,IS

15, 393

and lost

it is necessary to present

health etc).

i.e. sutIered person are

Russian Civil

of substantiation

sutfered person lived in contaminated territory;
- conclusions of doctors

about the fact, that reason of disease is

int1uence of radionuclides.

EXpaI1de:d definition of the concept of "moral damage" is contained in Decree of the Plenum of Russian
Court on December 20, 1994 "Some questions of the
COlupen:satllon of moral

order of cornpl~nsatl'Dns for

which

are

1991. Such laws include, for eX,lmJ)le,

contained in the laws,
nr"tp,',tuw,

about the

An~~n,Y~"'~~

Furthermore, separate

"On

of

on

10,2002

who live in the

which

of the environment".

Conclusion

ACCor'dlflg to Federal Law" On radiation safety
are

to

with sources of radiation

have a right to social support, if there is a possibility

of

established basic limits of radiation doses. An order of

established

law. At present time this Law is not enacted,

Federal law "On
eCCllOI~IC"U

zones.
The

_..

.. ,..,

of social support must be

of the environment" says about

of the

law on the zones of

.. __, which would determine the order of declaration and establishment of
the same law must establish the content of the
law

was

in zones of eC()101~IC,:11 emerg(~nCles.

status of the

and

but has not enacted

reg:ul;:ltlCtn of economic and other
It is necessary to create

of these

state programs on dilTerent aspects of radiation

within the framework of the concepts of

evolution of the Russian Federation. Genetic fund is
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by fulfilling severe
construction. Since the atomic power
corresPOIldence to the eC()Jol~lc;al

n"nll"n>rn",,,,t,,,

of

- from placing till withdrawal conclusion
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from operation. And absence of measures tor

of

causes more harm to the

of

of atomic energy. Inconsistency of laws in various spheres of human activity can result in Iml)ro'Der
arising of responsibility of various

and natural persons. Denial of responsibility connected \vith various

interpretations of similar concepts in ditlerent

and

acts in sphere of using atomic energy.

fhere should be taken some measures for elimination of denial
- Creating of the la\vs in conformity with establishing of
of all
nuclear

transparent system of

of

of atomic energy is the measure of achievement the basic purpose of
This purpose is creation of conditions in which full

IS gWlfa:nteed.

Infonnation about condition of atomic objects is important component of

of civil liability.

This component was absent in the Soviet time. The state must facilitate citizens in

of civil rights

protection. Citizens should be informed about: law, which provides their radiation

procedure of

protection their rights and obtaining compensation in case of radiation influence. It would be expedient to fill
term "nuclear safety" with additional content: concept of "personal safety from radiation influence". In this
case the mechanism

liability would become more transparent and comprehensible.

The state enacted

laws on the

of radiation damage in connection with Chem.otr¥J

catastrophe and emergency in

The

became so significant, that these laws could not

legal relations between persons, \vho were exposed to radiation and the state,

provide full compensation.

turn to the new stage. State assumes obligation to compensate damage, and citizens have rights to use this
obligation and prove the damage in law court. At the same time, legislation contains the
system of the

of radiation harm judicially.

and

citizens have little

OPJ:>OItu1ll1l1es to obtain connpe:nsC:ltlon.
Suffered person must prove that particular substantive or moral

arose, and this

IS

consequence of defender's behavior. Proving of this consequence is the most difficult task. Entire complex of
can be

divided on several components. For

To confirm the ecological nature of inflicted harm
radiation

of harm it is necessary:
relation between harm to health and

It is required to establish the harmful substance (radiation), which caused disease or

another

to health, and the biomedical aspects of its action and determine possible ways and moment of

its

into the human's body.
- To determine belonging of this substance

environmental pollution and the

to any source of emission (causal relation between

of atomic
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- To

of participation of the contanunator in forming of harm

relation between

ecological otfense and the volume of caused harm).

It is obvious that above-mentioned procedures are extremely
A number
- The

appear in the territories, contaminated

for citizens.
radiation.

laws establish the right of citizens to obtain privileges and the

residence in the radiation contaminated territories. But, if person

connected with

residence to another

all

privileges are to be ceased.
- The movement of citizens into the clean areas for permanent residence is

because

the federal budget allots insufticient money means. In this relation the constitutional

of citizens to

health, indicated in the Russian Constitution are violated.
- The rehabilitation and decontamination of polluted territories are almost not provided. As a result,
there are no clean pastures for cattle farms and pure clean water.
Position of suffered persons becomes difticult by the fact that infliction of

harm to health is

frequently extended in time. Accordingly, the moment of infliction of harm is not clear and cannot be
definitely connected with the fact of particular ecological offense on any
Basic

or

in establishment of causal relation are connected with ditliculties of obtammg

necessary information. The problem of openness and accessibility of

information remains actual

There is no proper system for providing the population of ecological information by dangerous industrial
The reasonable

of time for providing of ecological information are not established. It is

important to note, that sufticient data base about the influence of natural environment factors (including
radiation) to the health of population for making of judicial decisions, is not created.

Appendix
(Translations of Russian Legislation)

The Constitution of the Russian Federation on 12.12.1993 (Extracts)

Article I
The Russian Federation - Russia shall be a democratic federal rule-of-Iaw state with the retmOlIccm form
go'/enun(~nt.

The names "Russian Federation" and "Ru..<;sia" shall be
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Article 2
and freedoms shall be the supreme value lt shall be

Man, his

respect and protect the

of the state to recogll1lZ,e,

and liberties of man and citizen

Article 7

1. The Russian Federation shall be a social state, whose
which ensure a

life and free

conditions

of man

2. The Russian Federation shall
minimum wage,

shall be aimed at

the work and health of its

state support for family, motherhood, fatherhood and

establish a guaranteed
and also for the

a system of social services and establish government

disabled and for

peI1SICl11S,

benefits and other social security guarantees.

Article 15
1. Constitution of the Russian Federation shan have supreme
apIJIl(;able UlfOllghout the entire

(orce and

of the Russian Federation. Laws and other

and shall be
acts

the

Russian Federation may not contravene the Constitution of the Russian Federation.
2.

of state power and local self-government, oflicials, citizens and the ir associations must

comply with the laws and the Constitution of the Russian Federation.
3. The laws shall be
act

the

published
4. The

Unpublished laws shall not be aPlJl1c:abJle. No regulatory legal
liberties or duties of the human

unless it has been

knowledge.
principles and norms of the intemationallaw and the international treaties

of the Russian Federation shall be a component part of its
Russian Federation

and citizen may

other rules than those

system. If an international treaty of the
the

shall

Article 18
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the rules of the international treaty

The rights and liberties of man and citizen shall have direct effect. rhey shall detennine the meamng,
content and application of the laws, and the activities of the

and executive branches and local

self-government, and shall be secured by

Article 19
1. All people shall be
2. The state shall

before the law and in the court of law.

"n"~"'E> ... TD""

the equality of rights and liberties

re~~a[(l1e~;s

emio!<wrnetlt status, residence, attitude to religion,
public associations or any other circumstance. Any restrictions of the
national,

or

of sex, race, nationality,

t'nT1\JT,r't1(1T1~

T11PT11h.Pr~h,n

of

of citizens on

grounds shall be forbidden.

3. Man and woman shall have equal rights and liberties and equal opportunities for their pursuit.

Article 39
1. Everyone shall be guaranteed social

in old age, in case of disease, invalidity, loss of

breadwinner, to bring up children and in other cases established by law.
2. State pensions and social benefits shall be established by laws.
3. Voluntary social insurance, development of additional fonus of social security and charity shall be
encouraged.

Article 42
Everyone shall have the
compensation for the

to a favorable environment, reliable infonuation about its condition and to
caused to his or her health or property by ecological violations.

Article 53
shall have the right to compensation

the state for the damage caused

(or inaction) of state organs, or their officials.

Article 55
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unlawful actions
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I The listing of the basic rights and liberties

the ConstitutlOn of the Russian FederatIOn shall not be

111

interpreted as the denial or belittlement of the other

recognized human and citizens'

and

liberties.
2. No laws denying or bellUI:mg human and civil

and liberties may be issued in the Russian

Federation.
3. Human and civil
for the

and liberties may be restricted

the federal law

to the extent required

of the fundamentals of the constitutional system,

interests of other persons, for

the defense of the country and the

and lawful
of the state.

Article 71
The jurisdiction of the Russian Federation shall include. a) the adoption and amendment of the
Constitution of the Russian Federation and federal laws and supervision over compliance with them; b) the
federal structure and territory of the Russian Federation; c) regulation and protection of the rights and
liberties of the human being and
the

of national

of the Russian
i) federal

regulation and

of

systems, nuclear energy, fissionable ma1tenalS;

federal transport, railways, infonnation and

space activities;

Basis of civil legislation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) on
05.31.1991 (Extract)

Article 131. COlmplensatlCl11 of moral hann
The moral hann

or moral sutlerings), caused to citizen

compensates

in case of his fault. Moral hann compensates in money or other substantive fonn and in the amount,
property hann.

detennined by law court, the independently from the

Decision of the Supreme Soviet of Russian Federation on 03.03.1993 (Extract)
1. Basis of civil legislation of the USSR put into effect in the territory of Russian Federation since
August 3, 1992 to those civil-legal

which arose after the said date.

The Civil Code of Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR) on
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06.11. 1964 (Extracts)

Article 32.

of
person is

person
on its obligations

to it property, to which,

ac(~Orldmlg

to the

legislation of the USSR and the present Code (article 98, 101 and 104) can be recovered.

Article 33. Differentiation of responsibility of state and state organizations
State does not responsible on the obligations of state organizations, which are legal persons, and these
organizations are not responsible for the obligations of state. Conditions and order of covering the debts of
institutions and other state organizations, which use the state budget, if the debts can not be covered due to
their funds, are established by the legislation of the USSR and RSFSR.

Article 444. General reasons ofresponsibility for intliction ofhann
The hann, intlicted to person or to property of

and also the hann, intlicted to organization, is

subject to full compensation by the person, who caused the hann. Exceptions of full compensation are the
cases,

provided

legislation of the USSR.

The hann doer is escape from compensation, if he proves an absent of his fault in infliction of hann.
The hann, intlicted by lawful actions, is subject to compensation only in the cases, provided by law.
Article 454. Responsibility for the hann, intlicted by the source of the increased
Organizations and citizens, whose activity is connected with the increased danger for surrounding
(transport organizations, industrial enterprises, construction companies, owners of cars, etc) are obligated to
compensate the

inflicted by the source of the increased danger, unless they prove, that the harm arose

as a result of irresistible force or intention of the suffered person.

The Russian Civil Code on 11.30.1994 (Extracts)

Article 1064. General Grounds for Liability for Damage
I. The injury intlicted on the personality or property of an individual, and also the
property of a

done to the

shall be subject to full compensation by the person who intlicted the damage.
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The obJllg,ltlCll1 to redress the

repay to the victims

COl11pen~mtllon of damage

A person who has caused harm shall be released from the redress of

if he proves that injury
in the absence of the fault

his fault. The law may also provide for the redress of

was caused no

Russian Legislation

may be imposed by the law on the person who is not the intlictor of

The law or the contract may institute the OOJIIg,mCll1 of the int1ictor of
cOlmpen:satllon over and above the

10

of the inflictor of injury.
inflicted by lawful actions shall be subject to redress in cases, nrClVlcled for

3.

the law. Redress

of injury may be .....,........,........, if injury has been caused at the request or with the consent of the insured person
and unless the actions of the inflictor of injury violate the moral

nnnr,nl,'",

of the

Article 1085. The Extent and Character of the Redress of Injury Inflicted on the Person's Health
In case of malffimg an individual or of any other injury to his health cornpt:ns,atlc)ll shaH be extended
to the ",,,....... n10'"

which has been lost

and also to the expenses incurred
additional

u~ •.uu~u,

the

person and which

"""'JlULJ"""

to his health, mcludmg the expenses on medical treatment,

the acqIUlS:1UCll1 of medlcme:s, pJros1lheSlS, care

treatment, the acquisition of

had or could

other

the sanatoria and spa

transport vehicles, retraIllUn.g, if it is found out that the

person

IS

m

need of aid of these kinds and care and has not the right to receive them free

Article 1099. General Provisions
. The
determined

and the amount of compensation for the moral damage done to an individual shall be
the

2. The moral

nr"'\lUl'~'"

for by this Chapter and Article 151 of this Code.

int1icted by actions (inaction) that infringe the property

of an individual shall

be subject to compensation in cases, provided for by the law.
3. The moral

shaH be compensated regardless of the property

to compensation.
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